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Abstract— High energy consumption of data centers has
become a great obstacle to the development of cloud com-
puting. This paper mainly focuses on how to improve the
energy efficiency of servers in a data center by appropriate
task scheduling strategies. Based on MapReduce, Google’s
massive data processing framework, a new energy-efficient
task scheduling model is proposed in this paper. To solve
this model, we put forward an effective genetic algorithm
with practical encoding and decoding methods and specially
designed genetic operators. Meanwhile, with a view to
accelerating this algorithm’s convergent speed as well as
enhancing its searching ability, a local search operator is
introduced. Finally, the experiments show that the proposed
algorithm is effective and efficient.

Index Terms— Energy-efficient task scheduling, Cloud com-
puting, MapReduce, Genetic algorithm

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing [1] is a model for enabling conve-
nient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers,
storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly
provisioned and released with minimal management effort
or service provider interaction. As a new business model,
while being favored by providing well received services
[2] [3] such as on-demand self-service, broad network
access and rapid elasticity, cloud computing faces some
new challenges. One of the prominent issues is the energy
efficiency of data centers.

According to Amazon’s CEMS project [4], energy-
related costs amount to 41.62% of the total investmen-
t.The largest investment to build data centers for cloud
computing is not only to purchase thousands of server
equipment, but also to buy the distribution and cooling
infrastructure and to pay the bill for energy consumption
of all these facilities. In order to illustrate the importance
of energy consumption for data centers, we introduce
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the concept, power usage effectiveness (PUE), which was
developed by a consortium called The Green Grid.

Definition 1: Power Usage Effectiveness [5], is the
ratio of total amount of power used by a data center
facility to the power delivered to computing equipment.
It is a measure of how efficiently a computer data center
uses its power.

PUE =
Total Facility Power

IT Equipment Power

The IT Equipment Power is the power delivered to
the critical load, the servers in the data center, while the
total facility power in addition to the servers also includes
other energy facilities, specifically, the energy consumed
by distribution and cooling infrastructure which accounts
for the main part. A PUE of 2.0 states that for every watt
delivered to the servers, we dissipate 1 watt in cooling
system and power distribution.

In the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)’s report
[6] to the U.S. Congress, it is expected that equipment
efficiency improvements alone, with current practices,
could result in a 2011 PUE of 1.9. Data centers combining
these efficiency gains with better operational practices are
expected to reach a PUE of 1.3∼1.7. Beyond that, the
EPA predicted that ”state-of-the-art” data centers could
reach a PUE of 1.2. By now, Google has claimed that
their data centers, on average for all, have exceeded the
EPA’s most optimistic scenario [7], which is of course
accompanied by doubt voices from other cloud computing
providers [4].

To reduce the energy consumption of data centers and
improve energy efficiency, many scholars have done some
related research, such as literature [8]∼ [12]. Overall, we
can make efforts in three aspects:

• Reduce power loss during distribution. However,
the statistics from Amazon’s CEMS project show
that for a data center with a PUE of 1.7, an overall
power distribution loss only accounts for 8% of total
energy consumption. Even with better technology,
the reduction will not exceed 8% [4].

• Reduce energy consumed by cooling systems. For
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example, you can use Google’s ”free cooling” mode,
removing heat from servers by using evaporating
water or low temperature ambient air. Google claims
that there is no cooling equipment in its data centers
in Belgium [13]. The climate in Belgium will support
free cooling almost year-round, according to Google
engineers, with temperatures rising above the accept-
able range for free cooling about seven days per
year on average. The average temperature in Brussels
during summer reaches 66 to 71 degrees, while
Google maintains its data centers at temperatures
above 80 degrees. Although the ”free cooling” mode
can reduce the energy consumed by cooling system,
it has a key prerequisite that the providers have
sufficient enough financial and technical strength
to run several data centers around the world and
the data can backup across those data centers with
seamless migration of computing load. This is hardly
possible for majority of cloud computing providers.

• Improve energy efficiency of servers. Say a data
center with a PUE of 2.0, only 50% of the power
can be used on severs. Therefore, it becomes critical
whether servers have used all the energy to complete
the workload. We are aware that low energy utiliza-
tion of a server is mainly due to its idle state caused
by low CPU utilization. Even at a very low load,
such as 10% CPU utilization, the power consumed
is over 50% of the peak power [22]. Thus, the energy
efficiency of servers plays an important role for the
entire energy efficiency of the data center.

This paper mainly focuses on how to improve the en-
ergy efficiency of servers through appropriate scheduling
strategies. Taking full consideration of the relationship
between the performance and energy consumption of
servers, we propose a new energy-efficient task scheduling
model based on MapReduce, and design an effective
genetic algorithm to solve it. As the basics of our model,
section II highlights Google’s MapReduce framework;
Section III presents the mathematical description of the
problem and its corresponding single objective optimiza-
tion model. In order to solve this model, a genetic algo-
rithm and its genetic operators are designed in Section IV.
Simulation experiments show that the proposed algorithm
is effective and efficient in Section V. Finally, Section VI
gives the conclusion.

II. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE ABOUT MAPREDUCE

MapReduce [15] is Google’s massive data processing
framework. It finishes the computation by mapping and
reducing data under cluster environment. Users specify a
map function that processes a key/value pair to generate a
set of intermediate key/value pairs, and a reduce function
that merges all intermediate values associated with the
same intermediate key. Many real world jobs are express-
ible in this model, for example, counting the frequency
of all words appeared in a paper.

For the overflow of the MapReduce framework, the
MapReduce library in the user program first splits the

input files into M pieces of typically 64 megabytes (MB)
per piece. It then starts up many copies of the program on
a cluster of machines. One of the copies of the program is
special—the master. The rest are workers that are assigned
work by the master. There are M map tasks and R reduce
tasks to assign. A worker who is assigned a map task reads
the contents of the corresponding input split. It parses
key/value pairs out of the input data and passes each
pair to the user- defined Map function. The intermediate
key/value pairs produced by the Map function are buffered
in memory. Periodically, the buffered pairs are written to
local disk, partitioned into R regions by the partitioning
function. The locations of these buffered pairs on the local
disk are passed back to the master, who is responsible
for forwarding these locations to the reduce workers.
When a reduce worker is notified by the master about
these locations, it uses remote procedure calls to read the
buffered data from the local disks of the map workers.
The reduce worker iterates over the sorted intermediate
data and for each unique intermediate key encountered, it
passes the key and the corresponding set of intermediate
values to the user’s Reduce function. The output of the
Reduce function is appended to a final output file for
this reduce partition. When all map tasks and reduce
tasks have been completed, the master wakes up the user
program. At this point, the MapReduce call in the user
program returns back to the user code.

III. ENERGY-EFFICIENT TASK SCHEDULING MODEL

From the above background knowledge, we know that
by improving the energy efficiency of servers, the power
consumed by servers for accomplishing the same job
will be reduced. Accordingly, the energy consumed by
distribution and cooling infrastructure will be reduced,
which will lead to the enhancement of data centers’ PUE.
However, to improve the energy efficiency of servers can
not be solved as easy as balancing loads among them so
as to make all the servers’ CPU utilization reach 100%.
Instead, there exists an optimal performance and energy
point for each server [14].

Energy consumption per task is influenced by the CPU
utilization of servers (certainly, it may also be affected
by other resource utilization such as memory, bandwidth,
etc., but in order to simplify the model, we only consider
the impact of CPU utilization). Considering the relation-
ship among servers’ CPU utilization, performance and
energy consumption per task, we understand that when
the CPU utilization is low, idle power is not amortized
effectively and hence the energy consumption per task is
high. At high CPU utilization on the other hand, energy
consumption per task is high due to the competition
for resources among tasks, which leads to performance
degradation and longer execution time. Typical variation
of energy consumption per task with CPU utilization can
be expected to result in a ”U”-shaped curve. Therefore,
it can be assumed that servers achieve the maximum
energy efficiency when all servers running at its optimal
performance and power point.
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We first give a general mathematical description of
the energy-efficient task scheduling problem based on
MapReduce for cloud computing, and then build its
corresponding single-objective optimization model.

Mathematical description: Assuming that there are
N servers in a data center, denoted by M =
{m1,m2, · · · ,mN}. The current CPU utilization of sev-
er mk is CSk and its optimal point is COk, where
k = 1, 2, · · · , N . The input data D will be divided
into m splits with each size of 64M , denoted by D =
{d1, d2, · · · , dm}. First, we need to randomly store these
m splits on N servers. To ensure the reliability of data,
each split will choose three different servers for storage.
We use a m×3 matrix P to represent the storage location
of each split, and the element pij indicates the storage
location of split di, where integer pij ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N},
in which i = 1, 2, · · · ,m and j = 1, 2, 3. From the
MapReduce framework, we know that the input data D
will be processed by m map tasks and r reduce tasks,
denoted by T = {t1, t2, · · · , tm, · · · , tm+r}. Provided that
the CPU required for every map task is CM , and for every
reduce task is CR . The problem is how to assign these
m + r tasks on N servers, so that the energy efficiency
of all servers reaches the highest.

Optimization model: We use vector S =
{s1, s2, · · · , sm+r} to represent the final task scheduling
scheme, where the ith element indicates that task ti
is assigned on server msi , where 1 ≤ si ≤ N and
i = 1, 2, · · · ,m + r. Traversing through the scheduling
scheme S, we can get the set of all map tasks and
reduce tasks which are assigned on server mk, denoted
as Mk and Rk respectively, where k = 1, 2, · · · , N .
Let NMk = |Mk| and NRk = |Rk| . Here we give
the single-objective optimization model for the energy-
efficient task scheduling problem based on MapReduce
for cloud computing as follows:

N∑
k=1

(COk − (CSk +NMk × CM +NRk × CR))2

Subject to

(1)
{
si ∈ {pi1, pi2, pi3} if i = 1, . . . ,m,
sj ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} if j = m+ 1, . . . ,m+ r.

(2) NMk = |{si| si = k, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m}|,
where k = 1, 2, . . . , N.

(3) NRk = |{si| si = k, i = m+ 1, . . . ,m+ r}|,
where k = 1, 2, . . . , N.

(4) CSk +NMk × CM +NRk × CR ≤ 1,
where k = 1, 2, . . . , N.

The objective function indicates the minimum sum of
the difference between server’s optimal point with its CPU
utilization after scheduling. Constraints (1) expresses that
if a map task ti (where i = 1, 2, · · · ,m) is assigned
on server msi , then server msi must have stored its
corresponding input data. This is because the MapReduce
framework is mainly used in massive data processing
and the network bandwidth is a relatively scarce resource

in cloud computing environment. MapReduce prefers
moving the executive program to the node which stores
the data, rather than moving the data as in traditional
distributed computing. This scheduling scheme based on
data location can avoid a large scale data movement,
which not only reduces the network overhead, but also
makes the map tasks locally read and process the data.
Constrains (2) and (3) compute the number of map tasks
NMk and reduce tasks NRk which are assigned to server
mk. Constrains (4) indicates that the CPU utilization of
any server should not exceed 100% before and after the
task scheduling.

IV. GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR ENERGY-EFFICIENT
TASK SCHEDULING

Task scheduling problems (for example, the job-shop
scheduling problem) are among the well-known hardest
combinatorial optimization problems. They have captured
the interest of a significant number of researchers and
an amount of literature has been published during the
last five decades. Many optimization algorithms have
proven useful, such as simulated annealing [16], Artificial
neural networks [17], Evolutionary Computation [18].
Here we choose genetic algorithms(GAs), invented by
John Holland [19], to solve the above model for the
simple reason that genetic algorithms have proven to be a
promising technique for many optimization, design, con-
trol, and machine learning application [20] and they are
well adapted to solving scheduling optimization problems.

Although John Holland’s simple GA inspired all subse-
quent GAs and provided the basis for theoretical analysis
of GAs. For real problem solving and modeling, however,
it is clear that the simple GA is limited in its power in
several respects. Not all problems should use bit-string
encoding, fitness-proportionate selection is not always
the best method, and the simple genetic operators are
not always the most effective or appropriate ones [21].
Therefore, when one wants to apply the GA to a particular
problem, one faces a huge number of choices about how
to proceed. Here we give a new genetic algorithm for the
above energy-efficient task scheduling model, including
the encoding and decoding methods for individuals and
other genetic operators. In particular, to make new gen-
erated individuals meet the constraints of our model, a
modified operator is designed in the proposed algorithm.
Meanwhile, in order to accelerate the convergence of the
proposed algorithm, a local search operator is introduced.
Finally, the overall genetic algorithm flow will be given
in this section.

A. Encoding and decoding methods

In genetic algorithm, the encoding method is of great
significance. Based on the characteristics of this energy-
efficient multi-job scheduling problem, we adopt the
integer coding. Provided that there are m+ r tasks need
to be processed, we use vector S = {s1, s2, · · · , sm+r}
as an individual to represent a scheduling scheme, where
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the ith element indicates task ti is assigned on server
msi . This coding method has the advantages that we
can easily use relatively simple multi-point crossover
operator for the evolution of individuals. To initialize
the population, we give the following steps for encoding
each individual:

Algorithm 3-1:
Step 1. Because it is necessary for map tasks to be as-

signed on servers which store their corresponding
input data, for i = 1, 2, · · · ,m, take a random
integer j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, let si = pij .

Step 2. For i = m+1,m+2, · · · ,m+ r, take a random
integer k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N} and set si = k.

To compute individuals’ fitness value, we need to
decode it first. The individual decoding method is as
follows:

Algorithm 3-2:
Step 1. For k = 1, 2, · · · , N , empty sets Mk and Rk.
Step 2. For i = 1, 2, · · · ,m, put i into set Msi , in which

si is the ith element of individual S; For i =
m+ 1,m+ 2, · · · ,m+ r, put i into set Rsi .

Step 3. Let NMk = |Mk| and NRk = |Rk|.

B. Modified operator.

As the CPU utilization of each server can not exceed
100% after task scheduling, each individual, generated
by population initialization or by genetic operators like
crossover and mutation, must meet this constraints.
Therefore, new generated individuals may need to be
modified. Based on different status of each server, we
will remove excess map tasks and reduce tasks allocated
on it. The following algorithm shows the specific steps
of the modified operator:

Algorithm 3-3:
Step 1. Decode individual S according to Algorithm 3-2.

Let k = 1.
Step 2. If k > N , stop; else if CSk + NMk × CM +

NRk × CR > 1, go to Step 3; otherwise, let
k = k + 1, go to Step 2.

Step 3. Let d = COk − CSk. If d ≤ 0, go to step 4;
otherwise, go to step 5.

Step 4. Equation d = 0 indicates that server mk has been
the best state before task scheduling, so there is
no need to assign more tasks on it, while d < 0
means that the CPU utilization of server k has
already been higher than its optimal point before
task scheduling, so the best choice is not to assign
more tasks on it. Therefore, in both cases, all
tasks allocated on server mk should be deleted.
Let cutNM = CMk and cutNR = CRk, go to
step 7.

Step 5. If d > 0 , then server k has not been the best
state before scheduling, but its CPU utilization

exceeds 100% after task scheduling, so we need
to remove the excess part of its assignment.
Let cutNM = NMk − d/CM and cutNR =
NRk−(d−cutNM×CM)/CR. If cutNR < 0,
then go to Step 6; otherwise go to Step 7.

Step 6. Add reduce tasks: cutNR < 0 means that
(−cutNR) more reduce tasks should be added
on server mk, after removing cutNM map tasks
from it. For p = 1, 2, · · · , (−cutNR), there exists
an integer c ∈ (m,m+ r] which satisfies c ̸= k.
Let sc = k.

Step 7. Remove excess reduce tasks: Randomly take
cutNR reduce tasks from set Rk. For each taken
task ti, where i ∈ Rk, there exists an integer
w ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N} which satisfies w ̸= k. Set
si = w.

Step 8. Remove excess map tasks: Randomly take
cutNM map tasks from set Mk. For each taken
task ti, where i ∈ Mk, there exists an integer w
which satisfies w ∈ {pi1, pi2, pi3} and w ̸= k.
Set si = w. Go to step 1.

C. Crossover operator.

We adopt the two-point crossover operator for the
evolution of individuals. To make individuals meet the
constraints of our model,the new generated individuals
may need to be modified. Meanwhile, in order to
speed up the convergence of the proposed algorithm,
we conduct a local search operator for new generated
individuals. The crossover process is as follows:

Algorithm 3-4:

Step 1. Say the crossover probability is pc. Empty the
crossover pool pl. For each individual in the
population, generate a real number q ∈ [0, 1]. If
q ≤ pc, then put this individual into pl.

Step 2. If pl is empty or there is only one individual in it,
stop; otherwise, take out two individuals S1 and
S2 from pl without replacement. Generate two
random integers c ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m}, v ∈ {m +
1, · · · ,m+ r} as the crossover points.

Step 3. Generate new individuals S3 and S4 from indi-
viduals S1 and S2 as follows:{
S1 = (s11 . . . s

1
c | s1c+1 . . . s

1
v | s1v+1 . . . s

1
m+r)

S2 = (s21 . . . s
2
c | s2c+1 . . . s

2
v | s2v+1 . . . s

2
m+r)

⇓ ⇓ ⇓

{
S3 = (s11 . . . s

1
c | s2c+1 . . . s

2
v | s1v+1 . . . s

1
m+r)

S4 = (s21 . . . s
2
c | s1c+1 . . . s

1
v | s2v+1 . . . s

2
m+r)

Step 4. Modify individuals S3 and S4 according to Al-
gorithm 3-3.

Step 5. Locally search S3 and S4 according to Algorithm
3-6. Go to step 2.
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D. Mutation operator

We use single-point mutation operator for the evolution
of individuals. Similar to the crossover operator, to make
individuals meet the constraints of our model, new
generated individuals from mutation operator may need
to be modified. Meanwhile, in order to speed up the
convergence of our algorithm, we conduct a local search
operator for new generated individuals. The mutation
process is as follows:

Algorithm 3-5:
Step 1. Select individuals from crossover offspring ac-

cording to the mutation probability pm.
Step 2. For each selected individual, say S =

{s1, s2, . . . , sm+r}, randomly generate an integer
i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m + r}. If i ≤ m. Given that
task ti is a map task, reassign this task to a
new server mw which satisfies w ̸= si and
w ∈ {pi1, pi2, pi3}. Set si = w; otherwise, task
ti is a reduce task. Randomly generate an integer
k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N} and k ̸= si. Set si = k. The
new generated individual is denoted as S′.

Step 3. Modify individual S′ according to Algorithm 3-3.
Step 4. Locally search S′ according to Algorithm 3-6. Go

to step 2.

E. Local search operator

In order to accelerate the convergent speed of the
proposed algorithm and enhance its searching ability, a
local search operator is designed in this paper. We know
that after scheduling the smaller the difference between
servers’ CPU utilizations with their optimal points, the
better the individual. Thus in each iteration, we select the
server with the maximum difference between the CPU
utilization after scheduling and its optimal point, and
then reassign tasks on it to generate a new individual.
After reassigning, if the new generated individual is
better than the current one, update the current one and
continue to the next iteration; otherwise, stop the local
search.

Algorithm 3-6:
Step 1. Say the fitness value of individual S is f . Copy

this individual. Let S′ = S and decode S′

according to Algorithm 3-2.
Step 2. Among all the servers, there exists a server mk

with the highest CPU utilization, and at least one
task is assigned on it. Let d = COk − CSk.
If d < 0, then the initial CPU utilization of
server mk has been higher than its optimal point
before scheduling, so all tasks allocated on it
should be removed. Set cutNM = CMk and
cutNR = CRk, and go to step 4; otherwise,
let cutNM = NMk − d/CM and cutNR =
NRk − (d− cutNM ∗ CM)/CR.

Step 3. Remove excess map tasks: Randomly take
cutNM map tasks from set Mk. For each taken

task ti where i ∈ Mk, there exists an integer
w ∈ {pi1, pi2, pi3} and w ̸= k. Set s′i = w.

Step 4. Remove excess reduce tasks: Randomly take
cutNR reduce tasks from set Rk. For each taken
task ti where i ∈ Rk, there exists an integer
w ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N} and w ̸= k. Set s′i = w.

Step 5. Re-decode individual S′ according to Algorithm
3-2 and compute its fitness value f ′. If f ′ < f ,
then S′ is better than S, let S = S′ and go to step
2; otherwise, re-copy individual S, let S′ = S and
decode S′ according to Algorithm 3-2.

Step 6. Among all the servers, there exists a server
mk with the lowest CPU utilization. Let d =
COk − (CSk + NMk × CM + NRk × CR),
addNM = d/CM and addNR = (d −
addNM × CM)/CR.

Step 7. Add map tasks: According to the storage location
of each data split, we can get all tasks which
can be assigned on server mk, denoted as set
MMk. Disorder elements in set MMk. For x =
1, 2, · · · , addNM , there exists a map task ti that
satisfies i ∈MMk and s′p ̸= k. Let s′p = k.

Step 8. Add reduce tasks: For x = 1, 2, · · · , addNR,
there exists an integer c ∈ {m+1,m+2, . . . ,m+
r} which satisfies s′c ̸= k. Let s′c = k.

Step 9. Decode individual S′ according to Algorithm 3-2
and compute its fitness value f ′. If f ′ < f , then
S′ is better than S, let S = S′ and go to step 6;
otherwise, stop.

F. A genetic algorithm for energy-efficient task scheduling

After presenting the above genetic operators in detail,
we give the overall genetic algorithm flow for energy-
efficient task scheduling in this section.

Algorithm 3-7:
Step 1. Initializing. Choose proper genetic parameters in-

cluding population size X , crossover probability
pc, mutation probability pm and elitist number k.
Generate an initial population P . Modify each in-
dividual in population P according to Algorithm
3-3 and compute its fitness value. Set generation
number t = 0.

Step 2. Crossover. Execute crossover by Algorithm 3-4.
The offspring set is denoted as P1 and compute
each offspring’s fitness value.

Step 3. Mutation. Execute mutation on P1 by Algorithm
3-5. The offspring set is denoted as P2 and
compute each offspring’s fitness value.

Step 4. Elitist strategy. Sort the individuals in set
P
∪
P1

∪
P2 according to their fitness values,

and select the best k individuals directly to form
the next generation population, while the others
X − k individuals are selected by using the
roulette wheel method on set P

∪
P1

∪
P2.

Step 5. If stopping criterion is not meet, let t = t+1, go
to step 2; otherwise, stop.
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V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Parameter values

According to the real cluster configuration in a data
center provided by Google [15], we assume that there are
200 servers in a data center, as N = 200. The input data
size is 1250G and it can be divided into 20000 splits,
which means m = 20000. Each split randomly select
three servers to back up its data. Suppose that the number
of reduce tasks required for completing this job is 450,
which means r = 450.

Based on a 3-year amortization schedule for servers in
a data center, different server may has different optimal
performance-energy point for how long it has been used.
Here we assume that 1/3 servers have been used for one
year with its optimal point of 0.9, while other 1/3 servers
have been used for two years with its optimal point of 0.7
and the others for three years with its optimal point of 0.5.
Take random real numbers over [0, 0.35] as servers’ initial
CPU utilization values. To reflect the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm well, we set some special initial states
of servers as follows:

CS[5] = 0.5 CS[75] = 0.5 CS[145] = 0.5
CS[25] = 0.7 CS[95] = 0.7 CS[165] = 0.7
CS[45] = 0.9 CS[115] = 0.9 CS[195] = 0.9

In the proposed energy-efficient task scheduling algo-
rithm, we adopt the following genetic parameters: pop-
ulation size X = 100; crossover probability pc = 0.6;
mutation probability pm = 0.2; elitist number k = 5 and
stop criterion t = 2000.

B. Simulation results and comparisons

We conduct three sets of comparative experiments
between the proposed algorithm and the Hadoop MapRe-
duce [22]. Hadoop MapReduce is an open source which
is used extensively across Yahoo!’s businesses. With a
significant technology investment by Yahoo!, Hadoop has
become an enterprise-ready cloud computing technology.
It is becoming the industry de facto framework for big
data processing.

Comparison 1: We implement this experiment to
observe the performance of these two algorithms under
normal conditions. Suppose that the CPU requirements
for each map task and reduce tasks are CM = 0.0052
and CR = 0.002 respectively. The experimental results of
the energy-efficient task scheduling algorithm proposed in
this paper are shown in Fig. 1(a), while the results of the
Hadoop MapReduce scheduling are shown in Fig. 1(b).

Comparing Figs. 1(a) with 1(b), we can clearly see
that the proposed algorithm in this paper can effectively
schedule tasks on servers according to each server’s
optimal performance-energy point. For the 5th, 75th and
145th servers with the same initial CPU utilization of 0.5,
since the optimal points of these three servers are 0.9,
0.7 and 0.5, the proposed algorithm only assign tasks on
the 5th and 75th servers, while the 145th server stays at
its original state. Similarly, for the 25th, 95th and 165th

servers with the same initial CPU utilization of 0.7, the
proposed algorithm only assign tasks on the 25th server.
Also, for the 45th, 115th and 195th servers with the same
initial CPU utilization of 0.9, the proposed algorithm does
not assign any task on them.

From another perspective, we check the total amount of
tasks assigned on each server. For the proposed algorithm,
it can be seen from Fig. 1(c) that the higher the server’s
optimal performance-energy point, the more tasks it needs
to deal with, expect for those servers with high initial
CUP utilizations. In contrast, for the Hadoop MapReduce
scheduling, if not taken server’s initial state into consid-
eration, all servers nearly have the same number of tasks
assigned on them.

Furthermore, computing the value of the energy inef-
ficiency of servers by these two algorithms according to
the objective function in our model, we obtain 0.240425
by the proposed algorithm, while 6.47969 by the Hadoop
MapReduce scheduling, which means that the perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithm is 30 times better than
that of the Hadoop MapReduce scheduling. Therefore, we
can safely get the conclusion that the proposed algorithm
can greatly improve the energy efficiency of servers, so
as to enhance the PUE of data centers.

Comparison 2: We conduct this experiment under one
of the worse case, that is, when the system runs on
low load state, in order to check out weather the pro-
posed algorithm has the similar scheduling scheme as the
Hadoop MapReduce does. Suppose that the input data to
be processed is relatively small. Set the CPU requirements
for each map task and reduce task are CM = 0.0025 and
CR = 0.001 respectively. The experimental results of
the energy-efficient task scheduling algorithm proposed in
this paper are shown in Fig. 2(a), while the results of the
Hadoop MapReduce scheduling are shown in Fig. 2(b). To
look at Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) from another perspective, we
shown the total amount of tasks assigned on each server
for these two algorithms after scheduling in Fig. 2(c).

Let us start the analysis of these two algorithms by
comparing Fig. 2(c) with Fig. 1(c), where we will find that
the Hadoop MapReduce scheduling has the same pattern
of task distribution no matter under general conditions
or the worst case, that is, if not taken server’s initial
state into consideration, all servers nearly have the same
number of tasks assigned on them. However, for the
proposed algorithm, the gaps among the numbers of tasks
assigned on each server are relatively large when servers
run under general conditions, while the gaps are much
smaller when servers run under low load. Fortunately,
the performance of the proposed algorithm in this paper
does not fall to the performance level of the Hadoop
MapReduce Scheduling in the worst case. This can be
confirmed from the following two aspects:

(1) From Fig.2(a), it can be seen that even when the
input data to be processed is relatively large, the proposed
algorithm schedule tasks according to each server’s op-
timal performance-energy point. As the first 1/3 servers’
optimal points (0.9) are higher than that of the middle 1/3
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Figure 1. Comparative experiment 1: (a) Results of the Proposed algorithm. (b) Results of the Hadoop MapReduce scheduling. (c) Amount of tasks
                                                                                                 assigned  on  each  server.
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Figure 2. Comparative experiment 2: (a) Results of the Proposed algorithm. (b) Results of the Hadoop MapReduce scheduling. (c) Amount of tasks
                                                                                                          assigned  on  each   server.

servers (0.7), the average CPU utilization of the first 1/3
servers (around 0.55) are higher than that of the middle
1/3 servers (around 0.45) after scheduling. Similarly, the
average CPU utilization of the middle 1/3 servers are
higher than that of the last 1/3 servers (around 0.4).
Different from the proposed algorithm, for the Hadoop
MapReduce scheduling, it can be seen from Fig. 2(b) that
the servers’ CPU utilization generally distributed about
0.45.

(2) Computing the value of the energy inefficiency of
servers by these two algorithms according to the objective
function in our model, we obtain 18.5475 by the proposed
algorithm, while 22.3556 by the Hadoop MapReduce
scheduling, which means that the performance of the
proposed algorithm is better than that of the Hadoop
MapReduce scheduling.

In view of the above aspects, we can safely come to
the conclusion that even when the system runs under
low load, the proposed algorithm can improve the energy
efficiency of servers , so as to enhance the PUE of data
centers.

Comparison 3: We implement this experiment under
the other worse case in order to check out weather the
proposed algorithm has the similar scheduling scheme as
the Hadoop MapReduce does. Suppose that the input data
to be processed is relatively large, which will make the
servers running under heavy load. Set the CPU require-
ments for each map task and reduce task are CM = 0.007
and CR = 0.006 respectively. The experimental results of

the energy-efficient task scheduling algorithm proposed in
this paper are shown in Fig. 3(a), while the results of the
Hadoop MapReduce scheduling are shown in Fig. 3(b). To
look at Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) from another perspective, we
shown the total amount of tasks assigned on each server
for these two algorithms after scheduling in Fig. 3(c).

Let us start the analysis of these two algorithms by
comparing Fig. 3(c) with Fig. 1(c), where we will find that
the Hadoop MapReduce scheduling has the same pattern
of task distribution no matter under general conditions
or the worst case, that is, if not taken server’s initial
state into consideration, all servers nearly have the same
number of tasks assigned on them. However, for the
proposed algorithm, the gaps among the numbers of tasks
assigned on each server are relatively large when servers
run under general conditions, while the gaps are much
smaller when servers run under heavy load. Fortunately,
the performance of the proposed algorithm in this paper
does not fall to the performance level of the Hadoop
MapReduce Scheduling in the worst case. This can be
confirmed from the following two aspects:

(1) From Fig.3(a), it can be seen that even when the
input data to be processed is relatively large, the proposed
algorithm schedule tasks according to each server’s op-
timal performance-energy point. As the first 1/3 servers’
optimal points (0.9) are higher than that of the middle 1/3
servers (0.7), the average CPU utilization of the first 1/3
servers (around 1.0) are higher than that of the middle
1/3 servers (around 0.95) after scheduling. Similarly, the
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Figure 3. Comparative experiment 3: (a) Results of the Proposed algorithm. (b) Results of the Hadoop MapReduce scheduling. (c) Amount of tasks
                                                                                                        assigned  on   each  server.

average CPU utilization of the middle 1/3 servers are
higher than that of the last 1/3 servers (around 0.8).
Different from the proposed algorithm, for the Hadoop
MapReduce scheduling, it can be seen from Fig. 3(b) that
the servers’ CPU utilization generally distributed between
0.9 and 1.

(2) Computing the value of the energy inefficiency of
servers by these two algorithms according to the objective
function in our model, we obtain 8.79651 by the pro-
posed algorithm, while 12.931 by the Hadoop MapReduce
scheduling, which means that the performance of the
proposed algorithm is better than that of the Hadoop
MapReduce scheduling.

In view of the above aspects, we can safely come to the
conclusion that even when the system runs under heavy
load, the proposed algorithm can improve the energy
efficiency of servers , so as to enhance the PUE of data
centers.

VI. CONCLUSION

The energy efficiency of servers plays a significant
role in the overall energy consumption of the data center.
This paper mainly focuses on how to improve the ener-
gy efficiency of servers through appropriate scheduling
strategies. Taking full consideration of the relationship
between the performance and energy consumption of
servers, we propose a new energy-efficient task scheduling
model based on the Google’s massive data processing
framework, MapReduce, and give the corresponding al-
gorithm. Meanwhile, we design a practical encoding and
decoding method for the individuals, and construct an
overall energy efficiency function of the servers as the
fitness value of the individual. Also, in order to accelerate
the convergent speed and enhance the searching ability
of our algorithm, a local search operator is introduced.
Finally, the experiments show that the proposed algorithm
is effective and efficient.
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